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If you are looking for durability and tautness then Fredrix stretcher bars should be your preferred
option.  Although there are many varieties available, but this particular stretcher bar is surely the
ultimate choice. They are the standard duty frames or interlocking frames that are made from high
quality wood. The wood used is generally ponderosa pine lumber and it is kiln dried for exceptional
quality. 

The best thing about these bars is that they can be easily pegged and adjusted. State of the art
wood working machines are used to mold them for the perfect fit and finish. They are available in a
variety of sizes, generally ranging from 8â€™â€™ to 60â€™â€™ with cross braces. The manner in which a painting is
presented is perhaps the most important factor that determines its value. Artworks need to be
displayed in quality canvas stretchers to attract potential customers. But, selecting canvas
stretchers in not an easy task and few very important factors like design, dimensional stability etc.
should be kept in mind. 

Why to choose Fredrix Stretcher Bars?

Stretching your canvas with the use of Fredrix stretcher bars is very easy and simple. The things
you need are canvas pliers, staple guns and four such bars to complete the task. Their precise
craftsmanship and high quality sets them apart from the other variety of stretcher bars. Each strip
comes with the promise of durability and reliability which makes them a preferred choice among
artists all over the globe. Quality canvas stretchers can last for long periods of them, thus creating
ever lasting value of your art. They are also water resistant to protect your pictures. The well
designed ones are made with finger joints to avoid warping and twisting. They should also be in
rounded back edges to eliminate any ghost impression on the canvas.

Fredrix Stretcher Bars â€“ Order Online

The demand for Fredrix stretcher bars is constantly on the rise. Many reputed dealers are now
maintaining an online presence and you can buy quality bars from the comforts of your home. They
offer great discounts and offers and provide complete support in service to their customers. The
bars are sturdy and strong and do not wrap or twist over the passage of time. The payment process
is also completely secure, encrypted and certified. You can freely order canvas stretchers of your
preferred size and requirements from the comforts of your home.
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